Cookin’ With Cheese

Dwayne Engh

_Cookin’ With Cheese_ was written for a good friend and colleague (Phil Rounding) at Fairview Junior High School as a thank you for all the sarcasm and umm… “colourful” phrases/names he has taught/called me. I knew he would appreciate the sarcasm and playfulness of the piece. It was based on the concept of a kitchen cooking show that was used for an improvised piece by the _Move to Strike Percussion Group_ on a 2003 concert.

_Cookin’ With Cheese_ pokes fun at poorly produced TV cooking shows. It starts with a video of a cooking show (as lame as possible, please), is later interrupted by putting a mini bag of popcorn in a microwave and starting it… the piece then continues until the musicians break into reciting recipes, and finishes with the reoccurring percussion break (and eating the finished popcorn on stage).

**Instrumentation:**
All four players must go home (or to a Thrift Store) and find 3 different pitched kitchen pots/pans/wooden bowls/plastic bowls which will be played with regular drumsticks. I would recommend that all four players place their instruments on towels on a table and stand behind that to perform the piece.

The only requirements are that:
- each player needs a low, medium and high pitched kitchen object.
- each player is internally consistent (i.e. one person has all metal or all plastic).
- there is variety between the four players so that different tone colours are heard.

Each player will also need to find 3-4 recipes in order to recite them during the piece. You will also need a video/DVD machine, TV, a microwave and a mini bag of popcorn.

**List of Cues:**
Cue 1: Start video of local cooking show
Cue 2: Percussionists start improvising random kitchen sounds
Cue 3: Player 1 puts mini-bag of popcorn into the microwave and starts it
Cue 4: Start groove
Cue 5: All musicians start reciting recipes (Start sparsely and increase texture/volume)
Cue 6: Gradually add players in one by one while reciting of recipes gets louder
Cue 7: Start groove
Cue 8: Get finished popcorn from the microwave and start eating

**Performance Time:** ~ 2:00 – 2:30 minutes (improvised sections can be lengthened)
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Cue 1
T.V. plays
approx. 15 seconds

Cue 2
ad lib. - random kitchen sounds
approx. 15 seconds
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continue ad lib until groove starts
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Cue 5
recite recipes
approx. 20-30 seconds

Cue 6
recite recipes louder
add players one by one - vamp

Cue 7
start groove
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